Tilford Meeting Minutes from Nov. 6, 2012 @ 12:00 in the Varsity Room at OSC

Members present: Cathy Lee Arcuino, Harriet Bachner, Susan Carlson, Jenny Hellwig, Dick Herling, Leo Hudson, presiding, Anada, Jayawardhana, Mark Johnson, Donna Sue Pintar, Deatrea Rose, Susan Schreiner, Meagan Smejdir, & Randy Winzer

1. Minutes from Oct. 2 meeting approved
2. Treasurer’s report: We allocated $500 for Jennifer Knapp. Need to claim the money soon. Other expense is the van to Manhattan, a maximum cost of $300. People mover is paid from a different account. Our hotel is paid by another account. We still have about $1700
3. Spring programs: Discussion regarding bringing in Tilford speaker in the Spring
   a. Deatrea Rose mentioned inviting a particular Hispanic woman who was recommended by Dr. Scott and she will find out the contact information.
   b. Mark Johnson mentioned hosting the diversity round table and he will bring this up with SGA.
5. Leo Hudson acknowledged the Safe Zone training and that he learned some new terminology.
   a. Can pick up Safe Zone signs for office placement at David Adams’ office
6. The Jennifer Knapp performance on Oct. 22 was well attended & students were involved with open discussion. She is a wonderful singer.
   a. Discussed inviting her to perform again
7. Bafa Bafa scheduled on Nov. 8 with Grant Moss and Harriet Bachner facilitating. Cathy Lee Arcuino and Gwen Murdock assisted.
8. NASA tacos sold out in 20 minutes on Nov. 6.
9. Deatrea Rose announce the upcoming events
   a. Nov. 12 N.A. games played in the Oval
   b. Nov. 14 N.A. story teller in the U.Club
   c. Nov. 19 N.A. instrumentalist in the U.Club
   d. Flutist John Two Hawks and Bo Brown performing
   e. Motion was made by Randy Winzer to contribute $500 for NASA musician & seconded by Donna Sue Pintar. Motion carried

Respectfully submitted by Harriet Bachner